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The critical damage and giggles in this build refers to the fact that it does not completely give up critical hit chance and critical damage blow in favor of rough weapon damage and headshot damage bonuses. Once your shot in the head crits though, you will definitely giggle at the numbers. The Sharpshooter is not a
headache. It provides headshot damage as one of the bonuses and extra stability for making sure you land your shots on the tiny hitboxes that are enemy heads. There are, however, a few other critical talents too. Flashbangs are invaluable when enemies try to close the gap between you and them. Pop one and shoot
the stunned enemy in the head - easy peasy. Digital Scope provides the biggest Headshot Damage bonus of any vision modification. Avoid modifications of armor like the plague. Smart hands will increase the restart speed, which is a necessary upgrade for the Model 700. Speaking of which ... Ubisoft Division 2 Main
WeaponY's first basic weapon will be the Model 700, as it is the best rifle shooter around, simple and simple. Active talent on this weapon should be an optimist if you have five or fewer red mods, which will probably take place until you can get the perfect gear rolls mentioned further down in this guide. The Model 700
recharges one bullet at a time, which will allow you to camera one or two bullets, interrupt a further restart by pressing the melee key and then you can shoot your weapon and maximize the damage bonus from Optimist.If you don't like all the extra work you need to do with the Optimist, you can always get an M700 with
a Ranger talent that will do you do more harm the farther you are from the goal. It is also recommended to switch to this talent once you get six or more red mods and attributes in total as The Optimist will no longer work. The modifications should all prioritize headshot damage, followed by damaging the elite and finally a
critical hit chance. Use stability or precision mods if you are having trouble landing shots in your head, but never change the Digital Scope.The second main weapon should be Sweet Dreams Exotic Shotgun. You won't use it with this build, but Holstered Talent provides 25 percent of your M700 magazine every time you
roll. It can be used as an alternative to getting two bullets, instead of manually downloading them and then cancel the animation. Ubisoft Division 2 - Model 700 Once you get Nemesis, it should be a mandatory switch. In case you can continue to target enemies long enough, it will surpass the M700 so use it. If you like
popping behind the lid for quick shots, just let Nemesis sit holster for a 25 percent bonus to the head damage. Ubisoft Division 2 - Nemesis If you don't have any of the two exotics, it might be a good idea to have a good rifle on hand for close encounters. Mk 17 or SIG 716 should do the job as they will still enjoy the
headshot bonuses you stack up on on because it's pretty accurate. A ranger or optimist should do well on this weapon too. Ubisoft Division 2 - Mk 17 SidearmM1911 variations my personal favorite sidearms in the game, but it's not important to have one. If you don't use exotic in any other weapons slot, get Freedom



because it will recharge 20 of the M700 magazine when you destroy a weak spot or armor piece. Gear piecesY you may think the three-piece Airaldi Holdings is optimal, and this is usually the case, but this build will offer a slight advantage to Douglas and Harding since it will be a set you will complete and use only two
Airaldi pieces. In addition, the general rule in the build will focus on offensive attributes and gear mods because defensive and utility ones are valued, but not as important. The only thing to keep in mind about the last two is that you should have at least seven defensive (blue) mods and attributes combined at the end
because of the chest-piece talent requirement. The MKH mask is way with the damage of the elite roll, get as high as possible. If you can't get a DtE roll, try recalibrated it from another mask. If that's not an option either, get a critical chance to hit on it. Just make sure there is a red slot as well as the general offensive
talents of Hard Hitting that will provide a flat 15 percent increase in damage to elite enemies. The breast piece will be the only one not belonging to MHH or Airaldi. Gila Guard is optimal here because he can roll Unstoppable Force active talent along with an offensive attribute slot that should be reserved for headshot
damage. If you get a Gila Guard chest with a common talent though, you can just add another hard punch to more damage to the elite. Ubisoft Division 2 - Microtransactions gloves you need Airaldi Holdings. If you get Hercules gloves, go for opportunistic active talent to get increased damage at breaking down the weak
spot. In case you get the Persephone option, the gloves will have a common talent, so go for either hard hitting (DtE) or accurate (Headshot Damage). You have to prioritize Marksman rifle damage or a critical chance to hit on the red attribute. The holster will be a brand of MHH and, in particular, a variation of Holster
System Morar, as Awe variations do not roll with talent. Common offensive talent should be either hard kick or accurate. The red attribute slot should be occupied by critical Hit Chance. In case the holster rolls active talent, go for bloodlust or reassigned. Bloodlust is especially good if you have an M700 in one slot and
Nemesis in another. Other active talents are useless. Airaldi Holdings will your backpack, with Demeter Fast Stash Variations because it's the only one that can roll the overall talent that should be, once It's a heavy blow. Damage to a weapon or a critical chance of getting into the red attribute slot. Active talents are
useless with this build. Kneepads are mish with a critical Hit Chance roll on the red attribute slot. The overall talent should be a hard blow for more damage to the elite and active should be Entrench. This talent will make you into a super tank, since you will regenerate five percent armor every time you land a shot to the
head. Ubisoft Division 2 PlaystyleIt's pretty obvious that you should always go for head shots whenever possible. Few exceptions to this rule are the exploding drones of the Black Tusk faction, the RC-cars True Sons and the weaknesses of heavily armored enemies. You have to shoot the drones and RC cars down as
soon as the enemy soldier pops up them. This will result in drones either causing extensive damage or killing the owner. Each sniper build weak against a heavily armored hostile so let members of your group with LMGs and assault rifles pop a piece of their armor, after which you can place accurate shots and quickly get
rid of the juggernaut. The same goes for Black Tusk's Warhounds - your DPS will be weak against these enemies as long as you blow the armor cover. If they expose their backs though, that's another story. You will be able to destroy their mechanical lives with a handful of shots in them from your trusty rifle shooter. If
you play a solo and face juggernaut, you can pop a flashbang and land a few shots to the head while he's flailing helplessly. Once it breaks out of it, find a little cover, kite a little, pop another flash, rinse and repeat until this helmet breaks. It shouldn't take more than one shot to kill it after that. In the case of the owners of
the Black Tusk minigun, you can remove their ammunition for the same effect - it is located just behind the left hand (it is always an outstretched hand). Ubisoft Division 2 As for The Warhounds, they will move unpredictably around the battlefield, but their shots are largely telegraphed as a red laser visual signal and a
wind-up sound. Stay in the lid before he shoots and leave this enemy on the last. As soon as there are no other enemies on the battlefield, outsmart him and shoot him in the ass. While red fashions and attributes are the highest priority, it is important to have at least seven blue as well so you can proc Unstoppable Force.
You should have about 200,000 armor, which would mean about 40 percent increase in damage within seconds of killing the enemy. In other words - shoot the enemy with the red health bar in the head and then shoot whatever you want, you will beat like a truck. If you play in a group, keep some healthy distance
between yourself and your enemies. They will Your focus on your teammates ahead more often, exposing yourself to light shots to the head. Even if they stay in hiding, you'll still be able to make massive massive Out of a safe position because of the shooter rifle 'damage landing is the most forgiving in the game. On top
of this, what little damage enemies manage to do to you, a few shots to the head should fix, literally. That should do it. Good luck headhunting out there and if you have any questions, feel free to contact us on ours at any given time. In this Division 2 Raid Sniper Build Guide, we'll show you how to get the best sniper
builds in the game, especially in Operation Dark Hours Raid. While you can build a weapon that suits your game time, we've also provided all the ways you can have the best sniper build now during the game raid. This guide will give you a Division 2 raid ready for sniper build featuring Sniper Nemesis, who after the
assembly will deal 5 million damage. The other weapon is the one-shot Marksman Rifle Model 700, which is a ridiculously powerful weapon. Division 2 One Shot Sniper Build for Raid This build for Nemesis Sniper can inflict 5 million damage on opponents, and even elite enemies have no chance. With this post-world
level assembly you can go to raids, fortresses, and other PVE missions. Below we detail what talents you should have on arms, what sidearm you should have, and what skills and gear you should equip for this build. Sniper - Nemesis or Model 700 The main weapon for this assembly is the Nemesis Exotic Sniper or
Model 700. You should have the following specializations, skills and Gear with this build: Sharpshooter Specialization One in the Head (Tier 5) This is My Rifle (Tier 3) Breathing Control (Tier 3) Skills Healing Chem Launcher: Allows Rapid Healing Hive Booster: Increased Speed Of Deflector Drone: Defensive Options
Against Other Players Using It Build Secondary Weapons for Secondary Weapons With This Build, You Can Have Weapons With This Build like a Double-Barrel Sawed-Off shotgun with preservation, jazz hands, and overlapping talents. Gear for your Gear, you have to use one Murakami Industry piece for a small butt of
health, but with high damage to the elite offensive attribute, and hard-hitting talent. You should also use Fenris Chestpiece because it can have both active and passive talent. It has a hard kick and irrepressible strength talent that provides additional damage to the weapon after killing the enemy based on your armor
max. You also need Gila Guard Kneepads with hard Hitting Taller for 5% positive effect for total armor. Finally, you need the rest of the build to consist of three-piece Airaldi Holdings with hard hitting and devastating talents. Look for Marksman damage and weapon damage attributes on these items. Gear Talents Hard:
Hitting Deals 15% Extra Elite Destructive: An additional 5% damage weapon Brand installs Murkami Industries Airaldi Holdings Fenris Group AB Gila Guard One-Shot Sniper Build - Model 700 Is the most powerful sniper build in the game so so so How he can melt any player instantly with one shot to the head. This also
means that you have to be good with the sniper as a shot to the head is guaranteed a one-shot kill. The build isn't as useful in PVE, but it's really good in PVP battles and beast in the dark zone. The 700 model is the main weapon for this assembly is the 700 on the World Tier 4. It's best to change the 12th volume for the
C'BSS (8x) area because it allows faster aiming and damage at close range. Sharpshooter Specialization These skills should be your priority when you unlock Sharpshooter: One in the Head (Tier 5) Deft Hands (Tier 3) Breathing Control (Tier3) Skills Healing Chem Launcher: Allows Rapid Healing Booster Hive:
Increased Speed Of Deflector Drone: Defensive Options Against Other Players Using This Build Secondary Weapon You Can Have Any Weapon As Your Secondary As Honestly Doesn't Matter When you'll use the sniper basically. So any decent weapon can work best. Gear you want to maximize the brand set of Airaldi
Holdings as it provides matching bonuses for your shooter rifle. Make sure you equip decent armor and gear with at least epic or high-end tiers that give more weapons damage, headshot damage and critical hit damage. Any other equipment you put may be other brands, however, you want to use them to either
strengthen your damage output more or provide more health for you. The fewer rolls of attributes you have, the higher the individual positive effect they give to those who wear it. Marksman rifle damage is better. Equipment of any mods on the outfit should emphasize the damage of the weapon, so you would like to use
the fashions that make this possible. If you have something that's hardened as a talent, you can get a defensive boost. More Division 2 Reid Guides: This completes our Division 2 Sniper Build Guide for the Raid. Post your comments below. PC PS4 Division 2 Ubisoft Xbox One ms access insert picture into form.
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